
MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE MEMBERS OF THE STUDENT AFFAIRS AND 
GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE held at the University of Toronto Students’ Law Society Office 
(P322) at 78 Queens Park, Toronto, Ontario, M5S 2C5 at 12:30pm EST, Sept 5th, 2018. 
  
Members in attendance:  Solomon McKenzie, SLS President (Sol) 
                                                Morgan Watkins, VP Social Affairs (Morgan) 
                                                Catherine Ma, 3L Representative (Catherine) 
                                                Zachary Biech, 3L Representative (Zach) 
                                                Benjamin Bouwman, 3L Representative (Ben) 
                                                Brendan Cassidy, 2L Representative (Brendan) 
                                                Daniel Poliwoda, Equity Officer (Dan) 
                                                Reba Nauth, Administrative Director (Reba) 
                                                Shamus Slaunwhite, Communications Director (Shamus) 
     Rebecca Barclay, 1L Observer (Becca) 
  
Call to order 12:34pm 
   
I.          Organization 
Morgan Watkins chaired. Notice of the meeting was duly given. Solomon McKenzie took 
minutes. 
 
II.         Procedural  

A. Approval of the Minutes 
No Minutes to Approve 
 
B. Exec Comments 

Intro Remarks by Morgan and Sol: 
- Sol: This is a year where I would like to focus on two things: making sure that we are doing 
things as efficiently and impactfully as possible- everything is on the table to be improved- I 
don’t want us to just do stuff because we’ve done it in the past. I also want to focus on us being 
proactive rather than reactive- how can we push for coherent projects throughout the year. 
Retreat will be an important time for us to formulate our goals for the year. 
- Morgan: Today we’ll be talking through meeting minutes, record keeping and how we’re 
looking to integrate the SLS officers more proactively into our work this year. My role is to chair 
the StAG meeting- I only have a tie breaking vote. In general we will vote on how we want to 
proceed on policy issues, run programming- and occasionally how we’re going to proceed on 
social media.  
- Ben: Pressing Issue, how do we vote in that scenario. 
- Sol: We can discuss- but normally a raw majority of eligible voters inside the facebook thread. 
We won’t wait for a traditional quorum but will rely on just a raw majority of yeses from StAG. 
- Brendan: Is it worth going through all of this now given that we will have to do this again when 
the new students turn up? 
- Morgan: We’ll go through the nuts and bolts at retreat when we have all our members. Today, 
we’re going to talk about some changes to the agenda- and if anyone has suggestions for how 



to change up the topics a bit. For instance we propose splitting the discussion into policy and 
student concerns: policy will discuss issues on the dean’s committees- and pressing policy 
issues; student concerns – will address things going on in social media around the school- 
- Morgan: Recordkeeping is something we want to focus on this year. Minutes will normally be 
the first agenda item- I will send them around on Friday at 5pm- folks can give feedback and we 
will vote to confirm them in the next meeting. Minutes are posted publicly and provide the 
institutional memory that SLS have- we’re going to be a little stricter about that this year. We 
also want documentation from Deans Committees- someone should be taking notes about what 
happens in each committee. Keep in mind- we will expect a final memo from each committee 
member- if there’s an important meeting also record. 
 
III.        Policy 

A. Fall Election 
- Brendan: Can we run through the timeline.  
-Sol: The nomination period is now open. Please encourage folks to run. There is a lot of 
enthusiasm from 1Ls. Focus on 2L and 3Ls who would make strong contributions to SLS. 
Particularly to events.  
- Brendan: We’re expected to attend the candidate forum next week? 
- Sol: It would be good to be there to provide support for our peers. Everyone being present is 
preferable but not mandatory. 
 

B. Dean’s Committees 
- Sol: Just waiting on the Dean’s office to confirm committees. You will all be asked to list your 
top three choices for the committee.  
 

C. Mental Health and Programming 
- Sol: Students and Yukimi are trying to coordinate discussion/support groups that will allow for 
peer support around times of mental health spike. Arms length from Yukimi or SLS but we can 
provide support by highlighting important times of year to have programming or by deciding to 
allow access to our resources.  
- Morgan: For example, last year around OCIs- SLS in an ad hoc way organized for an event so 
that a group of people who didn’t get OCIs could spend time together during the days the school 
was holding interviews on campus- was quite successful- organized at one former SLS 
member’s initiative. There are problems with us turning into a mental-health support team- so it 
makes sense for this to be arms length- but we should definitely think about integrating admin if 
it would allow access to additional resources.  
- Brendan: It would be interesting if there’s any practising lawyers who didn’t get OCI jobs – who 
can turn up and talk about that experience. 
- Sol: It would also be helpful to think about times when this type of programming may be useful 
- Ben: three weeks into 1L was particularly difficult. The “what am I doing here” period. 
- Dan: Right before Thanksgiving was pretty hard in 1L 
- Brendan: Right when grades come back 
- Reba: OCIs happen near thanksgiving? Those two periods could be collapsed together 
- Brendan: yes right after 



- Morgan: 1Ls – the two weeks before Peer Mentors are assigned- there were definitely a lot of 
1Ls worrying at the start of the year about extracurriculars etc. Peer mentors don’t get training 
until a month in. It might be a good idea to have more supports in that period.  
- Sol: Yukimi is also committed to making the law school the first suicide aware law school in 
North America. She suggested that Safetalk Training in orientation would be an effective way of 
facilitating this.  
- Brendan: The goal is for all the people in the law school to do this training? 
- Sol: Ben you have completed Safetalk Training- opinions? 
- Ben: It could be made shorter, but having the training makes sense- Orientation is a good time 
to do it. 
- Sol: Motion to support Yukimi’s plan to roll out Safetalk across Orientation. 
-Brendan: I think I need to discuss this more before I vote 
- Sol: Happy to pause motion 
- Morgan: I think it’s important to create awareness/comfort around suicide/suicidal ideation- it’s 
happening very actively around UofT and Canadian schools more generally 
- Brendan: I don’t know if I can back this type of training specifically- I think I need to know more 
about it. 
- Sol: Would folks be comfortable to motion more generally around supporting Yukimi’s efforts? 
- Brendan: Motion that SLS support Yukimi’s efforts to include suicide training 
toolkit/training during O-Week Seconded by Sol. Unanimous Approval 
 

D. LSO Lawyer Licencing 
- Sol: LSO is looking into changing the accreditation process. There are four options on the 
table- including changing the bar, getting rid of articles, leaving things the same, or introducing 
and expanding a new training program in lieu of articles. We need to provide feedback by 
October if we want to take a position as SLS.  
- Morgan: We may want to have SLS members to put together a team of folks to put together a 
report- we may need someone to become a point person – useful to discuss at faculty council. 
Deadline to respond is October 26- would need to be on the next faculty council- we can always 
have a general position 
- Sol: Folks need to have read the material before we’re in a position to grapple with this more 
deeply. We will put this on the Agenda for next week. I will be meeting with the Law Students’ 
Society of Ontario (LSSO) this week where we will also be discussing this. The material is in the 
email.Catherine: Do we have a sense how the law school might respond- how lakehead does its 
own placement process- 4months where they article- it might affect our position if the law school 
decides to implement something like that – 
- Morgan : we should definitely ask 
Brendan: we should be aware of what the law society wants to do and what the school wants to 
do 
 
IV.        Student Concerns 

A. 1L Concerns 
- Reba: Has there been any blow back from SLS deciding that the PDFs that were being posted 
should not happen in the group 



- Becca: No one took it badly, folks mainly just didn’t know 
- Morgan: Anything else impacting 1Ls? 
- Becca: The other issue we have three facebook group and headnotes- wondering if more 1L 
aren’t here – maybe a good project going forward would be – a database for all the 
announcements – 1Ls don’t know what they’re currently missing- causes stress.  
- Sol: There is currently an O-Week Group, the School’s Group and the SLS Group.  
- Brendan: Over time let’s see how it sorts out- advocate for shutting ours down. 
- Becca: The O-Week Group posted a final message suggesting folks should go to the SLS 
group 
- Morgan: You do get used to the chaos. 
 

B. Tech at the Law School 
- Brendan: On that subject of Tech- I find Headnotes really unhelpful- needing to log in to 
access any of the postings means that I basically don’t check it anymore. E-legal in general is 
very unhelpful. 
- Morgan: talk about proactive things that we might want to deal with- one of the Dean’s 
Committees expressed interest is technology at the law school- apparently we have recruited a 
staff member who specializes in tech – they would be willing to consider creating a central portal 
that all the various platforms connect to- we sadly can’t get around having multiple platforms- at 
least if there was one log-in that directed you to where everything was on Quercus, E-legal and 
Acorn that would be better. 
 
V. Building Business  
- Brendan: lightbulb in Flavelle is still burnt out 
- Sol: I have no clue how we do this, but the law school should get an ATM. 
- Brendan: We still need more bike racks. 
- Morgan: The city is responsible for placing some of the bike racks- so this may be beyond the 
control of the law school. 
- Brendan: I know someone who works for the city who does bike racks and may be able to help 
with that! 
- Morgan: Atrium tables- many of them are now fully broken. Also the Right sink in the 
downstairs women’s washroom does not work. 
- Brendan: The kettle in the Student Kitchen is not currently working. 
- Morgan: SMH contacted to say that the Student Kitchen will be cleaned this week. 
- Dan: Vending machine somewhere in the law school. 
 
 
VI.       Other Topics 

A. UV Article 
- Sol: I was contacted by a UV editor highlighting that there were no SLS folks attending the 
Indigenous Law in Context weekend, and that this may be reflective of a larger lack of 
responsiveness on the part of SLS to indigenous issues at the law school. 
- Brendan: When is it happening? 
- Ben: It is happening this weekend- the sign up is now closed 



- Zach: I am the co-president of ILSA and it's not that we’re not engaged. 
- Catherine: Also Zach and I attended last year- which is why we are not attending this year. 
- Sol: We’re going to be asked to comment- I think it’s important for us to acknowledge that we 
can always be doing better. 
- Morgan: On that subject- we’ve discussed how our Reconciliation Resolutions normally 
happen second semester - we should talk about that now and at our retreat- what it means to 
SLS as a whole- tangible things that we can do this semester early in the year and show what 
we’re working for- before second semester. 
- Zach: ILSA- developing a three year campaign-overall increasing the level of engagement 
between ILSA and other students, faculty and staff and build the culture around issues- writing a 
campaign statement for that- stuff we can bring to the table- whatever tangible engagement stuff 
we can talk about- literally my role- changed the leadership structure- our main focus- at all time 
we’re all about that stuff. 
- Sol: Maybe we should set up a meeting with ILSA/SLS stat so that we can coordinate more 
helpfully. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 


